Complete ATMs

Exatec ATM has a huge stock of ATMs to help our customers for the following needs :
 Onsite installation
 Offsite installation
 Demo machine
 Testing machine
 Training machine
 ATM for cannibalism
Depending on the needs of our customers, Exatec ATM can offer the following qualities :
 re-manufactured As New, including repainting inside and outside in our own painting booth, and
renewing of each module
 Refurbished without repainting, dispenser and badge reader being as new, all other modules being
cleaned and tested
 Controlled and tested with the requested configuration as ordered
 As Is in the original configuration
 Incomplete, by withdrawing some modules, not needed by the customer and helping to reduce the
price
 Brand New, on opportunity, from 1 to 50 units.
On request, Exatec ATM can negotiate a tailor-made solution, mixing the previous options to perfectly fit
with our customers.
Exatec ATM proposes complete ATMs sold as spare parts. In this case, we dismantle the main
modules and we list all the part numbers in order to let our customers complete sets of parts, usually for
the maintenance, at a very low fare. In addition, due to the reduced volume, you can save a lot of
money on the shipment compared with complete heavy machines.
Whatever the selected options, Exatec ATM can prepare orders for complete machines from one single
unit, to complete sets of ATMs, shipped by container or full trucks.
The transport can be arranged by Exatec ATM, by truck, boat or airplane. Our customers can also
arrange the transport by themselves, using their own partner to pick up the machines from our warehouse.
While selling complete ATMs, all PCs are supplied without software nor license and the customers have
to manage the software aspects as they use to do for the rest of their ATMs.
Following the selected quality, the warranty period provided by Exatec ATM can be extended till 1 year
for the parts, excluding vandalism and consumables. The warranty period starts no later than 1 month after
the custom clearance.
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